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From AC
Focus of monitoring visits for the
next quarter

The primary focus for the next quarter
(March – May) the last of the FAIS
reporting year, will be used to prepare for
your annual FSB report by drafting your
report in preparation for the full report we
will be submitting on your behalf during June prior to the submission deadline of 15
August 2014.

Juristic Representatives

Following on from our brief summary of the changes resulting from the Financial Services
General Laws Amendment Act (FSLGA) in last month’s Newsletter we have issued
a specific letter to all clients
who currently have a one or
more juristic representatives,
an extract of which follows:
One significant change (as a
result of FSGLA) has been
the addition of a control
on the ability of juristic
representatives to transact
business in their own name.
Section 13 (1) of the FAIS
Act, entitled “Representatives
of
authorised
financial
service providers” has been
amended by the addition of
the following paragraph;
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A person may not;

‘‘(c) render ﬁnancial services or contract in respect of ﬁnancial services other than in
the name of the ﬁnancial services provider of which such person is a representative.’’
This change takes effect from 30 May 2014.
According to our records you do operate with one or more juristic representatives and
as such this change has a potential impact for both your and the juristic representative.
Most juristic representative appointments are to enable the juristic entity to have its own
agencies with product providers and transact business with clients in their own name
whilst being licenced to do so under another FSP licence. This may be a “marriage of
convenience” or group structures where it makes sense to licence all within one licence.
So what will have to change?
If you wish to retain the trading independence of the juristic representative then the only
way to do so is for the juristic entity to apply for its own FAIS licence. This is a process
that at best can take up to two months so if this is an option you need to be discussing
your plans with us so we can assist you in that process.
If a separate licence is not an option then arrangements need to be made to achieve the
following:

• All contracts with product providers, be they agency, binder or outsource agreements, will need to be amended to that of the licence holder.
• All financial services provided to your clients will need to be done in the name of
the licence holder.

Our advice is that;
1.

2.

Each juristic entity remains as juristic representatives of the licence holder along
with all employees of the juristic entity who will be acting as representatives.

The licence holder has to ensure that the juristic representative has a formal man-
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3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

date that represents the extent of the mandate provided to that entity.

All employees of the juristic entity must have employment contracts that would
deal with all responsibilities of that employee including FAIS matters such as fit &
proper and debarment standards.

The licence holder must ensure that the juristic entity and all of their employees
who act as representatives of the licence holder must be provided with a section 13
certificate (mandate letter)
All correspondence must be branded in the name of the licence holder

Existing disclosure documents that provide details of the current juristic representative will need to be updated by the removal of the juristic representative details
as it will no longer be involved in the rendering of financial services in its name.

Where an IGF is in place for the juristic representatives these are effectively obsolete as the collection of premium is deemed as a financial service, thus needs
to be done by the licence holder. The IGF have confirmed to us that applications
to cancel current IGF guarantees will be processed and a pro rata refund will be
provided.
Also bear in mind that existing accounting systems and procedures may have to
be reviewed to enable business previously transacted via the juristic entity to be
tracked financially.

A similar letter has been sent to all insurer and UMA clients advising them that all agencies
currently held with juristic representatives have to be identified and either cancelled or
amended to either the primary licence holders name/licence or a new licence if one is to
issued.
If any client is acting as an “administrator” with sub agents in place then potentially
similar situations arise with the agreements but it does very much depend as to how the
agency agreements with insurers are structured and we recommend that you talk to us as
soon as possible so we can review your structures and advise you accordingly.
Representative Fit & Proper disclosures

We reported in our February Newsletter on the changes introduced with regard to the
Section 13 certificates (mandate letters) structure and use which became effective from
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28th February 2014. We have tried, unsuccessfully at the time of writing, to establish
from the FSB exactly what problem they are trying to overcome with these changes as
we believe if we better understand the problem we can more effectively implement the
solutions.
To remind you what the regulations now demand;
1.
2.

In the past, every Representative had to be able to produce what we have referred
to as a Section 13 Certificate (mandate letter). It is now a requirement that every
representative must produce this evidence prior to rendering a financial service;

The Section 13 Certificate/mandate letter must now also extend to include reference to the representative meeting the fit and proper requirements;

There are three main aspects to the changes that need attention from you;
1.

The certificate/letter itself.

The current certificate/letter needs to be reviewed to ensure that it adequately
deals with the disclosure of the Fit & proper status of the representative.
We currently have over a dozen draft formats we have traditionally called upon
to guide clients but have decided to reduce this to one. As with most raft documents we supply this will only be a suggested format, and provided you follow
the technical content you will be at liberty to amend the layout as you see fit
although we would suggest that the terms “Fit & Proper” not actually be used as
it is unlikely a client will understand the terms fully or correctly. A copy of this
is available upon request but will be supplied as part of your next monitoring
visit report.

2.

The process of updating this with F&P status/declaration

As Fit and proper standing can potentially change over time a certificate/letter
that is open ended from a time line perspective will no longer fulfil the requirement of on-going disclosure thus a time line has been introduced into the draft
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document. This will lead to the need to reissue the certificate/letter on at least
an annual basis. The reissuing will need to be preceded with an assessment of
the representatives status, which will need to be done by way of a fit and proper
questionnaire being completed by the representative. We already have such a
questionnaire and have been actively encouraging clients to use this as a matter of course anyway. For those of you that have not yet been supplied with this
questionnaire it can be supplied upon request or will be supplied with the next
monitoring report.
We would suggest that the review period be set up as one of the following periods;
• Calendar year

• FSP’s pay rise year

• FAIS reporting year
• Financial year

The choice is not that important, really what best suits your Human Resource
processes.
Our monitoring process going forward will be amended to enable us to monitor
this process
3.

The disclosure to the client prior to rendering financial advice

This is the problem area of the regulations, or should we really say challenge?
Both the practical application by yourselves and the subsequent monitoring by
ourselves. Each area where the “rendering a financial service” would be encountered needs to deal with the required disclosures. These typically include;
• New business

• Renewal/annual review
• Mid term adjustments
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And then we have the different methodologies used in rendering these services, e.g.
•

face to face

•

correspondence only

•
•
•
•
•

telephone work

claims - as handled by UMA’s and what some call administrators
claims – as handled by brokers with binders

web based (if not deemed to be direct marketing)
direct marketing

We have some initial thoughts on how to achieve the desired disclosures, although achieving the “prior to” standard does not necessarily work for each and
it may well be a combination of these may be needed.
•
•
•
•
•

submission of certificate/letter with each and every transaction

inclusion of undertaking to ensure only F&P reps deal with clients in broker/

client Service Level Agreement

inclusion in an expanded disclosure notice referring to F&P status of reps

generally

expanded e-mail & letter signatures referring to the Fit and Proper status of
the sender

a link to a website disclosure/listing of representatives that verifies the rep
resentatives status

At this stage, without the requested input from the FSB and due to the many variables
that exist within our client base we cannot provide a definitive piece of advice that will
work for all. At this stage we believe our suggested standards as outlined in points 1
and 2 above should be implemented. As for point number 3 we have limited our input
to what we see as the possible solutions which we will discuss with each of you as we
conduct our monitoring visits over the coming quarter. Feel free to discuss with us any
aspect of the required changes in the meantime.
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POPI

The following is an article provided to members of the Institute of Directors that we felt
was a useful synopsis of the key areas – with specific reference to the responsibility of
directors.
The Protection of Personal Information Act (PoPI) aims to bring South Africa’s privacy
laws in line with international norms and to give substance to the Constitution’s protection
of privacy.
PoPI was signed into law late in 2013 but there has been no date for its commencement as
yet. Some legal experts expect this to occur in March 2014, but thereafter the regulations
made under the Act may still need to be finalised.
Areas of Focus
Data collection:

• Explicit permission needs to be given for collection and use before data is collected.

• Data can only be collected from public domain; no more rental database lists,
and no “inside info” lists.
Data use and storage:

• Companies must do the minimum with collected information, and always in line
with the original reason for collecting it.
• Companies must protect against unauthorised access, accidental destruction,
theft and information leaks.

Data sharing:

• Companies must keep the types of information specified by the Act physically
secure, and restrict access to it in line with the Act.
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Implications for Directors:
There are many reasons why POPI deserves board level attention. PoPI creates many
areas of legal uncertainty, so compliance is not something that can be swiftly and
definitively achieved. Directors need to understand the issues and stay on top of them,
as well as any changes to the PAIA regulations.
Remember POPI is not part of our standard SLA and whilst we will make mention of it
in this Newsletter and at monitoring visits we will cannot provide additional assistance
unless specifically contracted to do so.
Disclosure of more than 30% income

As you are aware an FSP has to disclose details of any product provider from which is
receives more than 30% of its income. As a general note it is worthwhile to check this
figure on a regular basis as commission income streams do change over time. One specific
insurer merger earlier this year may well have affected this percentage i.e. Hollard and
Etana as both may have been less than 30% and now be more.
Protected Disclosure Act

We recently attended a workshop hosted by the Compliance Institute on this subject
(good CPD hours earned). This act, often referred to as the Whistle Blower Act, is one we
have not placed too much emphasis on in our monitoring visits, although it should form
part of your overall compliance universe controls within your greater risk management
plan. The presentation was led by Aadil Patel of Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyer and he used a
report entitled “Whistleblowing: An employer’s guide to global compliance.
The report is available from www.cliffedekkerhofmeyr.com but it is a hefty read at nearly
50 pages but may be worthwhile for those who do not have a policy as yet.
Checking references of new employee

We often get involved in checking prospective employees details from a FAIS perspective
(see article in the “From the FSB section of this Newsletter) but such checks are limited
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and there are many other aspects an employer should be looking at before hiring someone.
We recently came across a service offered by LexisNexis Risk Management that can
provide extensive input on a new employees profile from an online tool. To quote their
key highlights;
• NO MONTHLY ADMIN FEES
• NO REGISTRATION FEES
• NO ANNUAL FEES

• NO TELEPHONIC OR SUPPORT CHARGES
The tool allows you to verify the following information:
The following information can be verified:
• Criminal Illicit Activity
• Credit Bureau Reports

• Tertiary Academic Qualifications (Local & Global)
• Employment History (Local & Global)

• Professional Association Memberships (Local & Global)

• Fit & Proper Screening (S-Reference & FSB Debarred Listing)
• ID Verification

• ID Verification with Fraud Listing
• Matric & Secondary School
• Drivers Licence

• Permanent Residency
• Bank Verification
•

You can learn more and register on www.refcheckadvanced.co.za
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AC clients stand out at the annual PMR awards

PMR are a consulting, research and risk management services company. The respondents
consulted during the latest survey
were asked to rate companies
based upon certain attributes which
included: adaptability; attitude;
competence; confidence level of the
underwriter; financial strength of
the underwriter; full authorization to
accept/agree claims; innovativeness;
know-how of advisors; quality;
reputation (that is, perception of the
company’s brand, integrity, CSI and
so on); and speed.
Their 2013 awards announced
recently, which we are proud to say,
included a number of our clients – congratulations to them all.
Category: Body Corporate

(building/sectional title)
First Property Acceptances – A
member of Ace Insurance

Category: Commercial Lines
(commercial vehicles/fleets/
general)
New Wheels Underwriting

Managers (Pty) Ltd
Heavy Commercial Vehicle

Underwriting Managers (HCV)

Mean score

Award eligibility

3.71

Bronze

Mean score

Award eligibility

3.75

Gold

3.70

Silver
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Category: Engineering Risks
Consort Technical Underwriting

Mean score

Award eligibility

4.20

Gold

4.10

Silver

3.70

Bronze

Mean score

Award eligibility

4.17

Diamond

3.96

Bronze

Mean score

Award eligibility

3.75

Silver

Mean score

Award eligibility

4.30
4.00

Diamond
Silver

Managers (Pty) Ltd
Scintilla (Pty) Ltd
ONE Financial Services
Holdings(Pty) Ltd

Category: High Valued

Executive Motor Vehicles
MUA Insurance Acceptances
Execuline Motor Underwriting
Managers (Pty) Ltd

Category: Hospitality Industry
HIC Underwriting Managers
(Pty) Ltd

Category: Liability and
Professional Indemnity

Specialist
Camargue
Leppard & Associates (Pty) Ltd
Category: Marine Risks
Astra Maritime Underwriting
Managers (Pty) Ltd
Horizon Underwriting
Managers

Mean score

Award eligibility
4.15

Diamond

4.00

Silver

When is the broker not the broker?

We have a new matter that asks this very question. The circumstances are a broker who
lost an account due to the premium they could offer not being competitive. However the
client liked the service of the now outgoing broker and asked if he could talk to them
rather than the new broker, who also dealt through an “administrator” – a structure that
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does not legally exist but is a structure people in the short-term industry understand. The
old broker received no fee or commission for this role, they did it to assist the client.
The insurer knew nothing of the old broker role and importantly nothing is documented
with the client confirming the various roles. Then, of course, Murphy comes along
and an instruction given to the “old”
broker was not passed through to the
“new” broker or the administrator and
of course a claim occurs relative to that
instruction. Now the client is looking at
who to blame for the claim not being
paid.
This one is work in progress but the
initial message is clear – whatever you
do get it written down and preferably
signed by one and all so roles and responsibilities are clear.

TCF: So how are your TCF plans going?

We will be doing a follow up with all clients, whether or not they attended our workshop
in January, to see if you need any assistance from ourselves. So expect a call.

Men in the making

We took part in this Tracker led initiative for the first time on the 27th March. We hosted
3 boys from a local high school for the day. Each went out on a monitoring visit and then
spent some time with the support team. We have offered to keep in touch with them over
the coming year to offer what help and guidance we can. Maybe we can challenge our
clients to get involved next year?
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Who has to have an auditor and who doesn’t?

Despite a number of publications on this subject, this question is continuingly being
asked.
At the end of 2013, the FSB issued a very simple to understand publication (Volume 16
– FAIS Newsletter) which clearly explained who requires an auditor and who doesn’t.
For ease of reference, we are reproducing the appropriate section of that newsletter
hereunder:
All companies registered in terms of the South African Companies Act will have what
is known as a Public Interest Score (PIS / PI Score). This article is therefore relevant to
all Financial Services Providers who are a registered company.
The PI Score plays a role in, inter alia:

• Determining which Financial Reporting Standards a company must use;
• Whether a company must be audited or independently reviewed;

• Which persons are eligible to perform the independent review; and
• Whether a company must appoint a Social and Ethics Committee.
How should the public interest score be calculated?

In terms of Regulation 26(2), the PI Score is calculated as the sum of the
following:
• A number of points equal to the average number of employees of the company
during the financial year;

• One point for every R1 million (or portion thereof) in third party liability of
the company at the financial year end;
• One point for every R1 million (or portion thereof) in turnover during the
financial year;

• One point for every individual who, at the end of the financial year, is known by
the company-

−− In case of a profit company, to directly or indirectly have a beneficial interest in
any of the company’s issued securities; or
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−− In case of a non-profit company, to be a member of the company, or a member
of an association that is a member of the company.
This calculation should be done for each company individually and not at a consolidated
group level.
What do the different PI scores mean?

• Companies scoring 350 points or more are required to have an audit;

• Any company, whatever its points score, that holds funds of R5 million or
more for a client in a fiduciary capacity, at any time during the year, is also
required to have an audit;

• Companies scoring between 100 – 350 points must have an independent review
conducted by a registered auditor or a chartered accountant;
• Companies scoring less than 100 points are required to have an independent
review conducted by anyone who qualifies as an accounting officer, unless circumstances indicate otherwise.

Comparison between “old” and “new” Companies Acts and the audit requirements
OLD (Section 300)
All companies to be audited

NEW (Section 30)
Companies that MUST be audited
Public companies
• Public companies
• State owned companies
• Private companies, personal liability companies and non-profit companies that meet
the requirements

How does the New Companies Act impact on Companies authorised under FAIS?
• All Category II, IIA, III and IV FSPs are required to submit audited financial
statements on an annual basis, without exception. In other words the New Companies Act will not impact on these FSPs and they are required to continue to
submit audited financial statements, irrespective of their PI Score.
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• Category I FSPs that receive client funds and / or premiums are required to submit audited financial statements. In other words the New Companies Act will not
impact on these FSPs and they are required to continue to submit audited financial statements, irrespective of their PI Score.

• Category I FSPs that don’t receive client funds and / or premiums are not required to submit audited financial statements on an annual basis (as per the
exemption published under Board Notice 193 of 2011) however, they need to
register with the FAIS Department to make use of this exemption. These FSPs
would then be expected to submit financial statements in compliance with the
New Companies Act (the PI Score of the Company applies).

• Category I FSPs that are approved in subcategory 1.1 and / or 1.19 only (assistance business FSPs) are not required to prepare audited financials however,
their financial statements may be prepared by an accounting officer. These FSPs
also need to register to make use of the exemption published under Board Notice
193 of 2011.

From the FSB
Updated first level regulatory
exam questions

An information circular was released on
20 March that dealt with the issue that has
arisen as a result of the various changes
to the FAIS Act as a result of the changes
in the Financial Services Laws General
Amendment Act. The current question
base needs to be updated to cater for the
changes. The current questions will only
be available for exam written before 14
April 2014 following which the new
questions will be introduced. If you are
booked to write on or after this date it is
vital that the new material is studied. It is
already too late to cancel a date already
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booked for 14 April onwards without a financial penalty.
The circular provides a summary of where the new material can be accessed as follows:
PREPARATION
MATERIAL:
Preparation Guide for RE 1 and
RE 5

PROVIDED BY:
FSB

INSETA Self-study Guide / Train- INSETA
ing Manual

Various Training Providers
Other workshop materials, interventions and preparation guides
offered through training providers.

WHEN IT WILL BE UPDATED / AVAILABLE:
The updated Preparation Guide
will be available on the FSB website on Wednesday, 2 April 2014.
The updating process has commenced.
The material available on the INSETA website will be updated and
is currently under review. The exact date on when the material will
be available for download from
the INSETA website (www.inseta.
org.za) will be communicated by
INSETA in due course.
FSPs making use of the training
services of providers for the purposes of regulatory examination
preparation must please ensure
that the training provider is using
updated content and materials.
Due to the number of training
providers conducting regulatory
examination preparation workshops and other interventions,
and the fact that the FSB does
not have any oversight over these
training providers, it is not possible to confirm by when training providers would be offering
updated interventions.
FSPs are cautioned to be vigilant
and to ensure that the training providers that are used by them are
aware of the legislative changes
and that they are including these
in the training interventions
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Authority to obtain information

The FSB are increasingly requesting that we supply a written authority from a
representative granting us permission to obtain Date Of First Appointment (DOFA)
dates from the FSB. This has been brewing for some time but it seems with full POPI
rules just around the corner that the formalities needed are already being introduced. We
have queried the form this process has to take with the FSB. For example; if included
in our SLA that is signed, will this suffice? In the interests of turnaround times it may
be easier to ask the prospective employee to obtain the details themselves. We will keep
you posted as our debate progresses. But in the meantime we do have a draft authority
document in place so don’t be surprised if we ask for this to be completed before we can
obtain DOFA details.
Approved qualifications

There is now an easier way to check on what qualifications are approved – an excel
based spread sheet on the FSB site. Worth keeping this link click here although you are
welcome to ask us as well.

From INSETA
INSETA are arranging countrywide workshops for additional RE training (we assume
suitably updated for the various FAIS changes). At the time of writing the initial deadline
for putting your name/region forward has passed by but the actual dates had not been
released. We suggest you keep an eye of their website for final dates/venues.
www.inseta.org.za

From the FAIS Ombud
The FAIS Ombud has moved (although we don’t recall seeing an official notification)
to a new address although the electronic and telephonic contact details are unchanged.
Sussex Office Park, Ground Floor, Block B
473 Lynnwood Road,
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Cnr Lynnwood Road and Sussex Avenue
Lynnwood 0081

Postal Address:
P.O. Box 74571

Lynwood Ridge
0040
Tel

Fax.

:

:

Email :

(012) 470 9080

(012) 348 3447

info@faisombud.co.za

Website: www.faisombud.co.za

If you mention the physical address in your disclosure notice you will need to update
the detail.

Interesting things we have read
To be honest we have seen very little out there in the last month that has what we would
consider to be the required (compliance) interest factor we look for. Most of the talk
around the financial publications has
focused on economic issues, driven by
the budget. The few items we picked up
were from Moonstone and Insurance
Gateway and are as follows:
Insurance Gateway

A few articles from Moonstone that
we missed from the “direct” route –
proof that the summary provided by
Insurance Gateway is so useful.
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FAIS and Managing and Mitigating Risk in your Business Excellent summary of the
process the FSB run through in doing onsite risk mitigation visits.
Introducing Ethics into your Practice and FAIS and other compliance monitoring.
Basically two articles around TCF.
Solvency Assessment and Management (SAM) and the Insurance Laws Amendment
Bill (Ilab) For those interested in where the implementation of the SAM project is this
article, from SAIA, will tell why the plans may not happen as intended – or will they?
Click here to read more.
Following Micro-insurance developments in South Africa. Click here to read more.
Financial Planning Institute and FSB partner to drive consumer financial literacy. Click
here to read more.
Moonstone:

20 March 2014: Are We Experiencing Regulatory Overkill? A view from the UK on
over regulation – sound familiar? Click here to read more.
24 March 2014: FSB Clarifies Outcomes Based TCF. Click here to read more.
26 March 2014: Short-term industry under intense scrutiny. Click here to read more.
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Johannesburg Address:

Ground and First Floor Building B,
RPA Centre,

180 Smit Street,

Fairlands, Johannesburg
Email:
info@associatedcompliance.co.za
Tel:
011 678 2533 and 011 431 1183/4
Fax:
011 678 7731
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